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GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Motion 

Resumed from 4 April on the following motion by Hon Norman Moore (Leader of the Opposition) - 

That this house expresses its grave concern at the significant deterioration in the governance and 
administration of the state of Western Australia resulting from a government preoccupied with 
continued internal division and conflict, manipulated by outside influences and increasingly 
demonstrating serious signs of dysfunction, and calls on the government to urgently address the issues 
raised by the Corruption and Crime Commission and refocus its attention on restoring public 
confidence in the capacity of the government to govern for all Western Australians without fear or 
favour. 

HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan) [10.03 am]:  Yesterday I spoke to this motion moved by 
Hon Norman Moore and gave my support to it.  I appealed to members on the other side to treat this as a serious 
issue and not be frivolous in their approach in the house while we debate this motion.  I also expressed my 
concern about the culture of coercion, bullying and intimidation that seems to have become more pronounced 
than ever in this government.  I gave numerous examples of the pervasive culture in government agencies.  I was 
making the point that all the bricks-and-mortar developments that are taking place, the new plants and railways, 
are not evidence of a functional government.  Those things are just buildings - the packaging or the shell; they 
are just innate objects of infrastructure, mostly created, I might add, by the private contractors.  It is about big 
boys saying, “Look how much we have spent”, such as when I heard the Leader of the House going on about 
these things as if they were some sign of “can do” and functional government. 

I wanted to remind the government that what breathes life into a government is its people.  I presented 
exhaustive examples of where this government has become dysfunctional because the public service has become 
politicised and dumbed down.  It is experiencing a crisis of public confidence at the moment that is 
unprecedented.  The community has been calling for a significant improvement in the government’s integrity, 
accountability and independence, and I gave numerous examples of agency dysfunction in services to mums, 
dads and children.  The most recent of those examples appeared in the press yesterday: Neale Fong has agreed to 
not take his $25 000 pay increase because he does not believe the health system has improved sufficiently for 
him to warrant that sort of increase in salary.  I can only agree with him.  I gave numerous examples of the spin 
doctoring about health that does not necessarily reflect what is really happening. 

It did not give me any pleasure to raise the references in the independent reports of the accountability officers to 
the Parliament about the government’s dysfunction.  I refer to the reports from the Auditor General, the 
Commissioner for Public Sector Standards and the Corruption and Crime Commission.  These were warnings to 
government to look at these things seriously and take action.  I am not really sure that the government is able to 
recognise the problems at this stage.  Every day we get more examples of the people working in the system 
saying things and behaving in ways that result from this dysfunction.  I raised the debacle of the Office of Shared 
Services, the sacking of four chief executive officers, the resignations of two others, and a raft of people who 
have been moved out of the system in this pervasive culture of coercion, bullying and intimidation.  I went on to 
talk about the numbers of credible people who have said there is a lack of leadership to create a suitable 
environment for public servants to work in.  In particular, the issues raised by those people are the lack of 
integrity, accountability and independence in the public service.  The government is slowly but surely eroding 
each of those through this culture of coercion built on politicisation, which ensures that the government’s secret 
service is planted at every echelon of the public sector as it goes about its business.  Its tools of trade are bullying 
and intimidation.  Examples of this are to be found in extended acting arrangements, the ruining of careers if 
people disclose wrongdoing by the government, contracts being terminated if people do not show the 
government in a good light, and the downgrading of the accountability of the watchdogs. 
Finally, I asked what the government was doing about redressing these problems of general dysfunction in the 
public sector.  I had just started to talk about the citizens and civics unit in the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet.  I thought that was one of the highlights of Geoff Gallop’s government.  The unit was established by the 
former Premier, and he said in his remarks about that unit that it was essential to a healthy and strong democracy 
that all the people who cared deeply about their community and environment had equal opportunity to participate 
effectively in the policy-making process.  He said it was this appreciation which made transparency and 
openness key issues for his government and which underpinned the development of the citizenship strategy.  He 
said that at its core, the strategy was about strengthening and renewing trust in our democracy and building 
people’s confidence in public processes.  I for one can say unashamedly that I miss Dr Geoff Gallop.  As far as I 
am concerned, he was Labor’s only real statesman.  The leader who has taken his place does not even know the 
meaning of the word.  Did members see the Auditor General’s report, which was tabled in this place last week, 
titled “Having Your Say: Public Participation in Government Decision-Making”?  The report said that public 
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participation in Western Australia is very weak and very isolated.  Government agencies do not understand what 
to do or why, and there is no accountability for the time and resources spent on public participation, and no 
records are kept. 
I have come up against this attitude with the Minister for Health on numerous occasions.  An example of that is 
that the Select Committee into Public Obstetric Services was put in place for that very reason.  That select 
committee is looking into the lack of public participation in decision making.  I have come up against that 
attitude more frequently with mental health services.  Unfortunately, Mr McGinty is only reflecting the 
government’s use of what is referred to as the DEAD mode of decision making.  “D” stands for decide on a 
course of action; “E” stands for educate to our way of thinking; “A” stands for announce the decision; and “D” 
stands for defend the decision from the ensuing protests.  That sounds like bullying to me - I think it is bullying - 
and that is the culture that is permeating every aspect of government decision making. 
The government’s own documents reflect that.  The document that was put out by the citizens and civics unit 
said that government should be moving towards the PEP model.  “P” means to profile the community or region 
so that the government knows the people it needs to work with; “E” means to educate them about the issues and 
alternatives already identified; and “P” means to participate with them in a process of mutual education and joint 
problem solving. 
I have already talked about what the government is doing with the watchdogs.  I do not have a lot of faith that we 
will get any resolution of issues surrounding improved accountability, integrity and independence through the 
watchdogs. 
What about annual reports?  I do not think that anybody in this place is aware that at the moment the government 
is centralising annual reporting of government agencies.  Soon, people will not be able to see information 
pertaining to a specific agency.  A committee is currently working in the background looking at how to centralise 
government agency annual reporting.  This is again a further erosion of accountability and a further erosion of 
transparency. 
What did we hear just last week or the week before about freedom of information, which is another mechanism 
by which the public accesses appropriate information from government agencies?  What does Minister McGinty 
wish to do?  He wants to strip the Information Commissioner of powers and force people who want information 
to go to court.  This will make it easier for the government to further prevent people getting information to which 
they are entitled.  It is a further rejection of accountability. 
Perhaps we should put our faith in the new lobbyists register.  It should be remembered that the lobbyists register 
has been organised by the Director General of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.  This is the same 
person whom I talked about yesterday and who has advised on the devaluing of the independent watchdogs.  It is 
the same person whom I mentioned yesterday and about whom the Auditor General asked, “Where is the 
leadership in government in regard to public sector recruitment and retention of public servants?”  It is the same 
person who the Auditor General said just recently had let the system down regarding chief executive officer 
contracts and management performance of CEOs, and it is the same person who has had responsibility for the 
abolition of the citizens and civics unit.  I do not know how reassured members might feel, but I am telling the 
house that putting political lobbyists in the hands of the Director General of the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet does not give me a lot of confidence that this is a new way of building accountability into the public 
service. 

The Western Australian public is entitled to have an independent public sector that provides quality services and 
places services to the public as its highest priority.  The public is entitled to a public service that is free of 
positions that are created and filled based upon political party loyalty and affiliations.  The politicisation of the 
Carpenter government is the stuff that legends are made of, and we already have a legend in this regard; that is, 
WA Inc, with the players Burke and Grill and others.  It appears to me that the Carpenter government is seeking 
to outdo the legend. 

I concur with Hon Norman Moore’s motion that this house express its grave concern about the resultant 
dysfunction that this is bringing to our government.  The Premier needs to outline how he will restore the 
integrity of the public service. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [10.15 am]:  I want to make a contribution to the debate on this 
motion of Hon Norman Moore.  This is a matter that we consider has considerable seriousness attached to it.  We 
have seen a series of events and revelations over the past few months that have caused grave concern to not only 
the general public, but also the Greens (WA) about issues of accountability and power and influence in decision 
making in this state. 

The motion has a number of elements to it.  It refers to the deterioration in the governance and administration of 
the state.  We would concur that we have similar concerns.  It also refers to internal conflict and division within 
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government circles.  I probably will not talk at length on that aspect of the motion, because it is certainly my 
impression, as much as one can gain an impression from what is in the public realm and in the public debate, that 
there is a fair degree of conflict and division within both major parties, as far as I can see.  Therefore, I will not 
use the time that I have to pursue that.  The next point is to do with manipulation by outside influences, and I 
believe it is this issue that is of the most significance and that has the most far-reaching implications, not only for 
this government, but also for any government and for public confidence in the democratic functions of the 
government and the Parliament.  The motion also refers to signs of dysfunction.  Perhaps that is also supportable.  
The motion refers to the need for the government to address the issues raised by the Corruption and Crime 
Commission, and restoring public confidence. 
The first point I want to talk to is the issue about manipulation by outside influences.  It seems to me that this is a 
matter that affects both major parties in that they are subject to this outside influence in decision making and in 
assisting various parties to do business in Western Australia.  The way I see this concern, which is a very serious 
concern, is that it is not so much a matter of lobbyists and powerful business interests having undue influence on 
the decisions of the Labor Party, in particular, it obviously being the party in government at the moment, but it is 
a matter of this influence being held over members of previous governments also.  We know, of course, that the 
major players in this scenario at the moment include not just Labor Party members such as Mr Burke and 
Mr Grill, but also Mr Crichton-Browne, who is clearly also operating and having influence where he can on the 
conservative side of politics.  For me, it is very much more about what big business does in this state to pull the 
strings and wield influence.  Quite frankly, there is nothing new in that.  Obviously, it is not something that we 
would support, but there is nothing new in it.  It happens in every country, no matter what that country’s 
government structures and democratic principles are.  It is almost inevitable that those who seek to wield power 
and influence, particularly those with a strong motivation to make substantial amounts of money, will continue 
to try to exploit a situation and exert influence with whatever means they have at their disposal, whether they be 
legal or illegal, legitimate or illegitimate.  The Corruption and Crime Commission investigations have revealed 
that this issue affects not only the state government; rather, it permeates all levels of government.  The Port 
Coogee and the Smiths Beach issues have revealed that those who seek to influence the outcomes of planning 
decisions and developments that have an enormous dollar value are hard at work at all levels of government, 
including local government.  The challenge is to try to differentiate between legitimate lobbying and the exertion 
of covert pressure to extract financial rewards or other benefits.  There is no doubt that there is a legitimate role 
for lobbyists within the political process.  Members of Parliament are lobbied about issues all the time.  The 
issue is not that people seek to press their views or to influence a decision; rather, it is whether the people who 
seek to exert influence have been transparent about whom they are working for and where they are coming from.  
The fundamental underlying problem is third parties that operate on behalf of an unknown party in an attempt to 
seek benefit.  Of course, sometimes there is misconduct, if not illegal activities, when people gain financially 
from those types of activities.  
The issues are proper conduct, pecuniary influence and a lack of transparency.  Rather than comment on 
individual matters that have arisen from CCC investigations and the subsequent ongoing public debate, the 
Greens (WA) have decided to approach this debate by identifying the systemic problems that have been exposed 
and considering solutions.  To do that, we have looked particularly at the role of lobbyists.  We have made some 
suggestions about the control and accountability of lobbyists.  We looked particularly to legislation in Canada, 
because from our research, Canada seems be making the biggest effort to put in place accountability and 
transparency measures to control the operation of lobbyists.  The Greens have put together a discussion paper on 
this matter, which reads -  

The hearings before the Corruption and Crime Commission have raised concerns about the improper 
influence of professional lobbyists on holders of public office.   

More than that, the hearings have identified fundamental problems within our current political system 
that promote improper conduct.   

One commentator has succinctly described the current system as follows:  

Parliamentarians win their seats in party preselections.  They stay in Parliament by winning big 
amounts of money to finance their re-election campaigns.  Whether it is by winning preselections or 
making money they make deals.  And those deals carry on to their political and even ministerial 
careers.   

We are seeking to ensure that the activities of paid lobbyists are transparent and that they do not involve exerting 
improper influence over public office holders.  The Greens have suggested a number of reforms.  Members 
might be interested to know that this proposition has been put to the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition, the 
Leader of the National Party and the member for Churchlands, who has a strong interest in the area of legislating 
to regulate lobbyists.  We hope that this notion gains multiparty support.  It would go a long way to restoring 
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some public confidence in the political processes of the state.  As outlined in the discussion paper, the Greens are 
suggesting that -  

Legislation should be introduced that applies to all paid lobbyists, and includes the following elements:   

•  Registration of lobbyists, with clear information on who they are working for;  

•  A requirement for lobbyists to inform the public office-holder being lobbied who they are 
working for; 

•  A requirement for lobbyists to comply with the code of conduct which includes a clear 
prohibition on exerting improper influence;  

•  A prohibition on Ministers or Ministerial officers becoming professional lobbyists within 
a specified period of leaving office; and  

•  Policing of the Act by an independent body. 

The last point was also made by Hon Helen Morton.  There must be independent oversight of a register.  We 
acknowledge that the Premier has made a move in this direction.  However, we are singularly unimpressed with 
the model that has been proposed, not least because it does not deal with a full range of public offices.  It does 
not deal with members of Parliament as a whole; rather, it deals only with ministers.  The Premier’s model is not 
a model that we can support.  It has been drafted as window-dressing to appease the concerns that have been 
raised about the role of lobbyists.  We must have proper legislation.  I am more than happy to discuss this 
particular proposition with members on an individual basis if they are interested.   

The discussion paper continues -  

Legislation of this kind has been introduced in a number of overseas jurisdictions, including Canada.   

This proposal is better than the State Government’s proposal of a non-statutory register of lobbyists 
because: 

•  A non-statutory instrument cannot be backed by penalties, beyond the sanction of the 
government refusing to deal with lobbyists.   

•  As a government policy, the code of conduct will presumably not cover contact with non-
government MPs; and 

•  There is no suggestion that an independent body would police compliance with this code 
of conduct.   

That is one concrete suggestion in terms of dealing with a systemic problem that has been again been identified 
in this state.  It is appalling.  I was as stunned by the information that came to light as were most people in this 
state.  Unfortunately, it is not new.  We have seen this all before and unless we put something in place, we will 
see it again.  Someone made the comment - in fact, it might have been the member for Fremantle at a recent 
round-table meeting I attended on accountability processes - that with another boom, we have another scandal.  
We see this type of activity when enormous amounts of money are swishing around and when people desperately 
want to have their business outcomes progressed.   

The next change that the Greens propose to address the issues that have been raised in this motion is a change to 
the Electoral Act to limit political influence.  I raised this issue when we debated amendments to the Electoral 
Act late last year.  Unfortunately, the Greens’ amendments were not supported by either of the major parties.  I 
remind members about what the Greens are on about when it comes to reforming political finance.  The 
objective is to ensure that a person’s access to, and influence of, public office holders is not affected by how 
much he or she donates to a political party or a candidate.  This issue was referred to in some of the Corruption 
and Crime Commission transcripts.  Legislation should be introduced to prohibit corporate and union donations 
to political parties and candidates.  A limit should be placed on how much individuals may donate.  Reasonable 
limits should also be placed on campaign expenditure.  They are the bones of our proposition.   

The third proposition that the Greens are suggesting is reforms to the preselection processes.  No doubt this 
suggestion will cause consternation to certain political parties.  The objective of the reforms is to ensure that 
deals cannot be made to determine the outcome of a candidate’s preselection.  Legislation applying to the 
preselection processes of all political parties should be introduced and it should provide that preselections be 
held by secret ballot, that they be supervised by the WA Electoral Commission and that they do not involve 
proxy votes or block voting.  This is not as radical as members might think.  In fact, Queensland has legislation 
along these lines. 

Hon Simon O’Brien:  The Liberal Party selects individual delegates by secret ballot, too. 
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Hon GIZ WATSON:  Excellent; that is a good start.  Those are the three elements of what I consider to be the 
urgent reforms that are needed in the political process in this state to deal with the systemic problem. 

Now that a lot of the evidence is in the public arena and has been discussed, it is very easy to get fascinated by 
the who said what to whom aspect.  The Greens are trying to take a longer term view.  The issues that have been 
brought to public light are not new to any political system, but let us look at how we can restore public 
confidence in the political process in this state, and not only for Parliament and the government, but also for 
local government.  The local government area has been a constant source of concern about, and allegations of, 
improper influence, particularly by developers.  It is brought to my attention regularly, and it is very hard to get 
enough information to ascertain the veracity of the information that one is given.  However, if we had proper 
legislation that dealt with lobbyists, we would have a publicly available register, a transparent process, whereby 
people who had been lobbied would at least know whom they had been lobbied by, how much the lobbyists had 
been paid and where they came from. 

The second issue I want to address is the proposition in the motion that the government needs to address issues 
raised by the Corruption and Crime Commission.  In my observation, in the main, the Premier has acted 
promptly on those matters that he could act on that were raised in allegations at the CCC hearings.  He has also 
admitted his errors.  We are not suggesting that all his actions have been perfect in this regard.  However, the 
measures of public confidence - for example, the polls reflecting support for the Premier - seem to indicate that 
the public is reasonably comfortable with the actions that the Premier has taken to date.  The question then is: 
what else, if anything, can or should be done?  It is important to recognise that the CCC still has work to do and 
will, as I understand it, make further recommendations by the end of the year on whether any matters should be 
brought to the attention of the Director of Public Prosecutions so that charges can be laid.  That process is still 
very much alive. 

We argue that the Premier and all members should support strong legislation on lobbyists, not a register.  In fact, 
the suggestion that the register proposition will fix the problem is really just a smokescreen to distract us.  When 
considering the issue of lobbyists, I was reminded of a circumstance in Parliament when members in this place 
were debating the very contentious issue of the marina development at Mauds Landing.  It became apparent to 
me that a former member of Parliament and former member of the media was stalking the corridors and lobbing 
anyone this person could find to support the development proposal.  In fact, I raised this question with the then 
President, because former members, of course, can wander the corridors and talk to whomever they want, and 
there is nothing that can or should be done about that, other than that people need to be aware of whom they are 
working for and who pays their bills.  However, it is clear that the people who operate within the corridors of 
Parliament are either members, guests of a member, staff members or members of the media; and, if they do not 
fit into any of those categories, they should not be wandering around the corridors bending people’s ears.  
Fortunately, that was pointed out and that particular lobbying effort was somewhat curtailed.  That is exactly the 
sort of advantage that this person had.  The member of the media was familiar around the corridors and no-one 
questioned that this person was walking around and talking to people, when in fact the person had no authority to 
do so.  It is really important that we maintain our own working environment so that we are not open to being 
lobbied, unless we invite that conversation.  I am pleased that that matter was clarified by the then President and 
that that particular lobbying desisted. 

One of the real problems which I have been trying to get my head around and which is a much more intractable 
problem is not so much the lobbyists who clearly work for a company to facilitate business, but what I call the 
embedded lobbyists, especially those who have been headhunted by private enterprise from senior positions in 
government departments and who then operate as lobbyists to the government.  For example, a person who 
worked at the Department of Environment and Conservation could be employed as a lobbyist by a mining 
company.  That person would be very familiar with not only the operation of the department, but also all the 
relationships with senior members in the department, and would operate very efficiently in advising the company 
how to get its approvals through the department’s processes.  The grey area is whether that is lobbying or just 
providing a facilitation role.  I do not know how we deal with those individuals, other than to say that under the 
Canadian model, there would be a prohibition on ministerial officers becoming professional lobbyists.  I suggest 
that we might even consider extending that to senior bureaucrats as well.  That is a matter for consideration. 

I do not have any further comments to make on this motion.  The Greens (WA) have not decided whether to 
formally support the motion.  We certainly support elements of it and have sympathy for the intent of the motion.  
This is a very serious matter.  When we discussed whether we would make time in this place to debate such a 
motion, I was very keen to indicate that the Greens take these matters very seriously and would obviously 
support providing members of the Legislative Council with the opportunity to talk on the issue.  However, 
members should also consider some long-term solutions.  This is a golden opportunity to have multiparty 
support for serious legislative reform that would ensure that lobbyists are very much kept in the public spotlight.  
I am not suggesting that we could do away with this problem, human beings being who they are.  People seeking 
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to wield influence and gain financially will always be an issue.  However, the best thing we can do is to put in 
place legislation that would apply to any government - both this government and future governments.  That 
would make it clear that lobbying activities in this state must be held accountable and must be transparent.  The 
public must be able to understand who is lobbying whom and what interests they represent.  I too wanted to 
acknowledge that, and I am very pleased that the Corruption and Crime Commission has investigated these 
matters.  It is very important for the reputation and integrity of the governance processes of this state that this 
sort of shady dealing is brought to light.  I trust that members will take seriously any proposition to put in place 
legislation that might solve the problem in the longer term.   

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [10.40 am]:  I welcome the opportunity to comment on this 
motion.  I appreciate Hon Giz Watson’s comments, which can be fairly summarised as focusing on the very last 
part of this motion about how we, as a Parliament, can restore public confidence in the governing of Western 
Australia.  That is obviously about both the government and the Parliament.  I found that interesting.  Hon Giz 
Watson made a number of comments on that with which I tend to agree.   

I refer to some of the earlier aspects of the opposition’s motion that I found interesting.  One of my colleagues 
suggested it was reminiscent of the old German philosophers who liked to see a sentence covering a whole page.  
I sought to identify the key elements of the motion and I listened to the comments of the Leader of the 
Opposition, who moved the motion.  I got the sense from his remarks that it was the standard speech I have been 
hearing since 2001; namely, “The Labor government is bad; no, no, it is really bad; no, people do not 
understand, it is really, really bad.”  That is effectively the sum total of his argument.  The Leader of the 
Opposition then went on to say that the Labor government has not been able to achieve many things, ignoring 
the additional nurses and teachers that have been employed.  Due to our success in expanding the economy and 
growing the state, we face challenges as a government in how we address that magnificent growth and the need 
for additional nurses, teachers and police officers.  What a fantastic situation has arisen that has enabled the 
number of people employed in those areas to be increased so significantly.   

I sought to try to break down the various elements of the motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition.  The 
first part refers to a significant deterioration in the governance and administration of the state of Western 
Australia.  As I say, other than attempting to meet the challenges we face as a government because of our 
success in delivering record economic growth -  

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Are you claiming credit for what is happening?  You can’t be serious.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I will tell Hon Simon O’Brien that, during his last term of government when the rest of 
Australia was doing very well, he and his mates in running the state took Western Australia into a recession.   

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  He should look at the economic growth figures; they might explain why his government 
was kicked out.  During the last two quarters of the Court government, growth of Western Australia declined.   

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Yes; we will claim credit for what this state government has done.   

Hon Simon O’Brien interjected.  

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  Hon Ken Travers loves to be interjected on, I understand, and he does take 
interjections.  If he does not want to do so, he will advise me.  However, in that context, it is not appropriate to 
have more than one member interject on Hon Ken Travers because the purpose of interjections, even though they 
are unruly, is to facilitate debate, not stifle it.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Thank you, Mr President.  I always welcome quality interjections; that is why I have 
not welcomed any of them so far.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  We value quality speeches; that is why we are interjecting.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Hon Simon O’Brien will get the call next.  He asked what this government has done 
and what success it has achieved on the Burrup.  We put in place a range of common-user infrastructure, without 
picking favourites, that would be triggered when projects were ready to be developed so that they could get up 
and running.  It was triggered when the Burrup Fertilisers Pty Ltd proponents sought to build.  That plant is now 
in operation.  Also on the Burrup is the current expansion of the Woodside liquefied petroleum plant.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  How many have you announced on the Burrup?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Train 5. 

Hon Simon O’Brien:  I will tell you how many - nine.  How many have got up, apart from Burrup Fertilisers? 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS:  And the expansion of the Woodside and the progress of the Pluto onshore processing 
plant.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Are you running Woodside?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Train 5, yes.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  The Labor government is running Woodside train 5?  When did you buy the shares, when 
did you take over the management?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  We claim credit for assisting in getting train 5 started and for assisting in getting Burrup 
Fertilisers up and running.  There are many projects on the boil around Western Australia because this 
government has created the right economic environment to make sure those projects happen.  We have employed 
more than 1 700 extra nurses and 1 300 teachers.   

I refer again to the words, “the significant deterioration in the governance of Western Australia”.  In the past 
couple of weeks I have considered whether this government has ground to a halt because nothing is happening.  
No; it has not done that.  Yesterday, record investment in petroleum was announced; people are now enjoying 
the new Naturalist Discovery Centre at Hillarys; money is being spent on revamping Perth’s west end; a school 
immunisation project is underway; the southern railway link is near completion; and the expansion of Whiteman 
Park has been announced.  

Hon Nigel Hallett interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  How many extra police and teachers did the previous coalition government put on?   

Hon Nigel Hallett:  I was not here then. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Yes.  How many extra nurses did that government put on?  How many teachers?  This 
government has employed more than 1 700 extra nurses, 1 300 extra teachers and 330 extra police officers, and 
the list goes on. 

Several members interjected.  

The PRESIDENT:  Order members!  Hansard may have difficulty in determining who the interjectors are.  The 
purpose of an interjection is to assist in debate, not to detract from it.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Based on the debate yesterday, I feel as though I am sitting on the stage of the Life of 
Brian and hearing, “What have the Romans ever done for us?”  When I get on to the issue of dysfunction and 
which side of the fence is more dysfunctional, we will probably debate whether it is the “People’s Liberation 
Front of Judea” or the “Judean People’s Front of Liberation”, because members opposite are a dysfunctional 
mob.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney:  What are you doing for Aboriginal children?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I am not saying there is not more to be done.  This government’s achievements have 
been outstanding, one of which is its securing of a world-class heart imaging machine to be installed at Princess 
Margaret Hospital for Children.  Other than the challenges we face as a state because of our economic growth, 
we are enjoying record low unemployment, and 152 000 new jobs have been created.  Targets for apprenticeship 
and trainees have been exceeded, with 32 000 additional positions.  Given all those achievements and the success 
of this state, the only argument the opposition has is that we now face challenges in continuing to deliver those 
core services and in growing those key areas of nursing, teaching and policing.  I have yet to hear an argument 
from the other side, other than in those terms, that highlights a serious deterioration in the governance and 
administration of the state of Western Australia.   
The next key point of the motion referred to “a government preoccupied with continued internal division and 
conflict”.  Where is that?  The achievements this state government has delivered do not show any signs that it is 
preoccupied with continued internal division.  We are a very united government that is getting on with the job.  
The motion refers to the government being manipulated by outside influences.  Again, where is the evidence that 
that continues to occur?  We accept that there have been problems relating to Mr Burke and Mr Grill, and the 
Premier has dealt with those issues.  We have moved on and when members have been found to have done 
something improper, the Premier has dealt with them appropriately and accordingly.   
The next key element of this motion says that this government is increasingly demonstrating serious signs of 
dysfunction.  In the past couple of months the big brawls that have occurred and have demonstrated a 
dysfunctional political party have been between the Leader of the Opposition in this place and the former Leader 
of the Opposition in the other place.  I think the bloke in the other place said he neither trusted nor had 
confidence in the upper house.   

Hon Ray Halligan:  It includes you.   
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Hon KEN TRAVERS:  It may include me.  However, I am not surprised that a Liberal member from the other 
place would say that he does not have confidence in me, but I would be surprised if the Premier said he did not 
have confidence in me.   

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  He certainly has not expressed it to me.  I have not heard him express it publicly.  In 
fact, when I have had conversations with him, he has said the opposite.   

Hon Ray Halligan:  Give him time.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Hon Ray Halligan can give him time.  The member’s time has run out because the 
former Leader of the Opposition in the other place has already stated publicly that he does not have confidence 
in him and his friends.  If members opposite talk about dysfunction, they should not look at this side of the 
chamber; they should turn the spotlight on their side.   
It was implied that because of our dysfunction, we were not getting on with the job.  I can demonstrate that the 
government is getting on with the job by referring to the list of media releases it has put out.  I could go on for 
hours highlighting this government’s actions.  I will give members opposite some homework: that is, to read the 
list of press releases and look at what is occurring in this state. 

Hon Simon O’Brien:  This government has put out more press releases than any other government - it wins.  
We accept that.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I thank the honourable member.  We put out more press releases because we do more 
than any other government has done.  What happens when we do more is that we tell people about it.   

The PRESIDENT:  Order, members!  I should inform members at this stage that I am not having difficulty in 
hearing either of the speakers.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I am so glad that Hon Simon O’Brien has moved us back into this debate.  It is not 
often that I will give help to my political opponents, but today I will. 
Hon Simon O’Brien:  By being here you are a great assistance, believe me.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  The reason I will offer the opposition help is that I got into politics to make Western 
Australia a better place.  To do that we need a good government and a good opposition to make sure that the 
government of the day is performing to its absolute capacity.  When the opposition outperforms the government 
and the government cannot match its capacity, it will overtake the government and come into government, as this 
government did in 2001.  At the moment we do not have a good opposition.  We have a good government.  I am 
constantly concerned that if the pressure comes off us, because we have a lazy opposition, we will get lazy.  So 
far it has not happened.  I am always fearful of that and I like to be tested.  I like to set myself goals, and that is 
why I will have a go at the half ironman in Busselton in a couple of weeks.  I want a challenge and I want to be 
put under a bit of pressure.  I want an opposition that will put this government under pressure.   
In my research I noted that some time ago the Liberal Party said it would do a midterm review.  I have not seen 
any reports on whether that has occurred.  I thought that, in the context of this debate in which the opposition is 
accusing the government of being dysfunctional and not able to continue its good governance and 
administration, I would contrast what it has been doing in the past six months with what the opposition has been 
doing.  In that time many members opposite have been under the scrutiny of the Corruption and Crime 
Commission.   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Many?  Who?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I do not believe it.  Did Hon Simon O’Brien not know that when the Deputy Leader of 
the Opposition appeared before the CCC, he was questioned about his secret meetings in the car park with Noel 
Crichton-Browne?   

Hon Simon O’Brien:  Many?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Hon Anthony Fels - that is two already. 

Hon Robyn McSweeney:  Come on, how many?   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Noel Crichton-Browne, with all his influence.  Members opposite should put up their 
hands if they are Noel Crichton-Browne supporters.  Okay, members opposite should put up their hands if they 
were Noel Crichton-Browne supporters.  

Hon Ray Halligan:  Have you not had your medication this morning?   
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Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I have had my medication.  I went back and researched what was happening within the 
opposition in the middle of last year and where they have got to since.  Is it in a hiatus?  For example, it has been 
dysfunctional, which is what it is accusing the government of in this motion, since the fallout between the 
member for Kalgoorlie and the now Leader of the Opposition in the other place.   

I looked at the Leader of the Opposition’s website.  In the middle of last year Hon Paul Omodei said he was 
about to embrace new technology by bringing in all these new technological innovations into the Parliament and 
opposition; in other words, it would be a wonderful new world:  The first thing he said he would do is bring in a 
system of podcasts, which is very modern.  Members might not understand what it is.  It is a means by which 
information is downloaded from the computer and put onto an iPod.  People can then listen to the information 
and be informed.  I would be intrigued to know how many of Liberal Party podcasts have been downloaded and 
listened to.  The people I saw asleep on the train the other day might have been listening to them.   

How many podcasts has the new modern, high-tech opposition put out in the past six months?  It started with a 
flourish on 30 June last year with the WA Liberal Party Conference speech, which I thought was exciting.  In 
August they were firing.  They put out three.  In September they were getting slow again and put out one.  They 
fell asleep in October and November but they were back with a vengeance in December with two.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney interjected.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  In case Hon Robyn McSweeney is wondering, I am not listening to her.   

Hon Ray Halligan:  I am not listening to you either.   

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I am sure the member does not want to listen to me.  In December a Christmas message 
was inserted into a podcast.  How many were there in January this year?  Obviously they were preoccupied with 
the issues dealing with Mr Fels and the Deputy Leader of Opposition, because there was not one podcast in that 
month.  What were the kids supposed to do when they were lying on the beach during their holidays?  They had 
nothing to do.   

In February there was a by-election and one would think there would be a few podcasts for that event.  Nothing 
in February; still fast asleep.  We get to March, when we would expect some podcasts because Parliament is 
back and surely there would be something enlightening to tell the public.  After all, this state has a terrible 
government, and the opposition would want to put out a podcast indicating what a shocking government this 
state has.  There was nothing.  The government has been doing its job, but what about the opposition?  Where 
are the opposition’s podcasts for January, February and March this year?  There has not been one.   

I decided to look at the opposition’s blogs.  A blog is written every couple of days outlining what one is up to.  
Hon Graham Kierath wrote one, which was amusing, when he was running for the seat of Alfred Cove.  After 
announcing its high-tech policy in the middle of last year, the opposition made a couple of goes.  It made two 
blog entries.  August, again they were still pretty good and it made a couple of blog entries.  The opposition 
produced a blog in September, as it did in October.  There was a bit of a hiatus over the Christmas-January 
period.  Let me give the opposition some advice.  When we were in opposition, we did not take holidays; we 
worked every day we could find to make sure that we brought down the coalition government.  I might have 
taken off Christmas Day and New Year’s Day, but by January I was back in the office ready to go. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  I will get to Hon Peter Collier in a moment.  However, let me tell Hon Peter Collier and 
Hon Robyn McSweeney that I acknowledge them as two of the Liberals who actually do some work around the 
place.  As part of my midterm review of the opposition, I will give credit where credit is due.  I will get on to 
that in a short while.   

The opposition did not come back with another blog until February.  In March it came out with a blog it called 
“Electioneering 101”, which I must say brought much joy and mirth to me.  I was thinking of Marvin the 
paranoid android when I read it, because the Leader of the Opposition was saying that the daylight saving debate 
was part of a huge conspiracy.  Even though the bill was passed by the Parliament and supported by the Liberal 
Party in the other place, and put up by one of its own members -  

Hon Norman Moore:  Get your facts right.  It was a free vote.  Look at who voted for what. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Matt Birney was the mover - 

Hon Norman Moore:  It was co-sponsored by your former ministerial colleague. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Absolutely.  The Leader of the Opposition should not try to distance himself from it.  
The blog was a fascinating read.  The point is that the blog alludes to a massive conspiracy that has been framed 
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by the Labor Party in which, when we call the election in 2009, we will suddenly call on a referendum.  The only 
problem with that is that the dates on which the referendum can be held are prescribed by legislation.   

Hon Norman Moore:  It can be amended, as you know. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS:  Yes, it can be amended with the support of this house.  In case the honourable Leader of 
the Opposition has not worked it out, the government does not have the numbers in this place.  That bizarre 
conspiracy theory would have made the Citizen’s Electoral Council proud.  That was about all the opposition 
could come up with for its blog for March.  Give me a break!   

I will turn to virtual town halls.  One might wonder why members of the opposition would not want to meet 
people in real life, but let us look at what they have said on virtual town halls.  I refer to previous questions and 
answers listed on their website which refer to what occurred in one of their listening meetings.  That was a bit of 
a flourish in the middle of last year; in fact, in August they were on a roll.  They had a question and answer 
series on gas reservations.   

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


